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 P.W. Stalkomat Sp. z o.o. was established in 1992. Our company 

deals with designing and manufacturing technological transport 

devices,  more known as ropes. We have a long-term experience in their 

production, because we are continuing the tradition of SOS SOSTAL 

from which we originate. Typical wire, chain, polyester or webbing sling 

ropes are manufactured according to PN-EN regulations and have the 

WLL and length according to customer’s needs. We also produce lifting 

beams , metal tongs , plate tongs, metal sheet lifters , manhole housing 

lifters etc. We design and build according to our customers’ individual 

needs on the basis of obligatory norms , endurance calculations and 

using the appropriate standards of Dyrektywa Maszynowa 2006/42/WE. 

Each rope or a group of equal ropes receives The Certificate of Quality or 

The Declaration of Conformity with obligatory norms and a CE mark. We 

also offer help in choosing ropes and in re-attestation and regeneration 

of used ropes.  With our company- YOU WORK WITHOUT RISK !!! 
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 UPPER MIDDLE EAR LIFTING BEAMS 

WLL and length of the lifting beam can be adjusted to 

customers’ needs  
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 UPPER CHAIN ROPE LIFTING BEAMS 
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UNIVERSAL ADJUSTABLE LIFTING BEAMS 

WLL and length of the lifting beam can be adjusted to 

customers’ needs  
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     There is a possibility of building an upper ear lifting beam 

additionally equipped in upper chain rope. One can also build an 

adjustable lifting beam on both ends and „inside” the rope in L1 

length. 
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Possible ways of equipping lifting beams’ grips are presented 

below 

Line or textile ropes 

Chain ropes equipped in shortening 

hooks 

Chain ropes equipped in hooks 
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Chain ropes equipped in metal sheets 

lifters 

Rotating hook tong 

Handle equipped in line-chain-line 

ropes 
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Horizontal plate clamps 

Universal plate clamps 

Screw plate clamps 

Pipe tongs 

Tongs moving on a line rope tie 



 

Organization 

P. W. Stalkomat Sp. z o.o. 

Al. Mireckiego 22  

41-200 Sosnowiec 

NIP: 644-001-18-96 

www.stalkomat.arg.pl 

e-mail: stalkomat@arg.pl 

 

Phone- ( 0-32 ) 785-52-33 

Phone/fax ( 0-32 ) 299-64-21 
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